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Motivations

- Data intensive scientific applications → high performance computing.
- Distributed storage systems: high performance storage, wide area mass storage, cluster storage.
- Excellent performance, parallel support ↔ administration costs, central points of failure and control

Existing work:

- HPSS
- Peer-to-Peer Storage
- Scavenging [Vazhkudai]
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Group Communications

- Peer-to-Peer distributed control
- Reliable broadcast, Atomic Broadcast
- Atomic transactions guarantee metadata integrity
Bloom Filter

- A Bloom filter is a fast and efficient method for representing a set $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}$ of $n$ elements to support membership queries.
Metadata Management using Bloom Filters

File queries

- Scavenge Manager Unified Interface
  - Hashing and LRU Cache
    - Bloom Filter Array
      - Multicast the queries
        - hit
          - Update
          - hit
          - miss
          - Update
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Conclusions

- Investigate Availability issues Scavenged Storage Systems, propose 4 solutions for maintaining multiple metadata managers:
  - P2P
  - Active/hot-standby
  - Partitioning
  - Leader/Helper

- Speed up the metadata searching:
  - Bloom Filters

Future Work

- Comparing the proposed 4 schemes
- Scalability
- Metadata Cache
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